Strive

®

Task Seating
simple flex comfort and versatility

Strive® Task Seating
Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, Strive
offers low-cost comfort in versatile
task seating.

Remarkable comfort and durability
Poly slatted back has a natural flex for
unprecedented, intrinsic comfort. Back flex is
tested to withstand 8 times the BIFMA standard.

Flex Comfort
Strive’s unique slatted design
(nothing mechanical) results in a flex
back that encourages movement,
relaxation and enhanced circulation.
Its radiused shape conforms to
the user’s back for exceptional
support and the contoured seat
dissipates pressure points for even
greater comfort.
Simplicity
Strive’s simple, yet elegant style
delivers an able task chair solution
for corporate interiors, education
spaces and healthcare areas.
Blending with a wide variety of
architectural styles, Strive offers a
consistent design language through
an extended seating collection that
includes 4-leg, sled-base and casterbase stack chairs, high-density stack
chairs, café stools, nesting chairs,
task chairs, task stools, tandem
seating, and fixed seating.

Radiused back delivers
exceptional support and comfort.

Affordable
Readily available, recyclable
materials; a small number of
components; and minimal assembly
result in the affordable, yet
comfortable Strive task chair.

Optional translucent poly (with
upholstered seat only) is offered
in Diamond, Pewter, or Bronze.
Task stools are ideal for instructor
and lab seating or as a seated
option for higher worksurfaces.

Specifications

Task Chairs
W 26-1/2 D 26-1/2 H 32-3/4 to 37-3/4
Seat: W 18 D 18 H 17-1/4 to 22-1/4

Learn more about
Strive Task Seating
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Task Stools
W 27-1/4 D 27-1/2 H 35-1/2 to 43
Seat: W 18 D 18 H 22-1/2 to 32-3/4

